It is software that will be used to find the anomaly packets in Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) 
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I. Introduction
At present, attacks on Internet infrastructure, in the form of denial of service (DoS) attacks and worms, have become one of the most serious threats to the network security. it could become possible to detect the attacks, anomalies and to appropriately take action to mitigate them before they have had much time to propagate across the network. Most network intrusion detection systems (IDS) that use anomaly detection look for anomalous or unusual port number and IP addresses, where "unusual" means any value not observed in training on normal (presumably non hostile) traffic. They use the firewall paradigm; a packet addressed to a nonexistent host or service must be hostile, so we reject it. The problem with the firewall model is that attacks addressed to legitimate services will still get through, even though the packets may differ from normal traffic in ways that could detect. In general, methodology to detecting anomalies envisions two kinds of detection mechanisms: postmortem and real-time modes.
Given the variety of anomalies, it makes sense to examine as many attributes as possible, not just the packet ports and addresses, as many systems now do. Also, because the rates of many types of network events vary unpredictably over a wide range of time scales, we use a time-dependent model, in which the probability of an event depends on the time since it last occurred, instead of on its average rate.
The idea is that if an attribute takes on a novel value, or at least one not seen recently, then the data is suspicious. In this paper, we briefly review previous work on packet buffer architectures and present scalable and efficient hierarchical packet buffer architecture. This is our first attempt to combine the merits of two previously published packet buffer architectures. Consequently, the SRAM occupancy has been significantly reduced. By fully exploring the advantage of parallel DRAMs, we first propose a memory management algorithm (MMA) called Random Round Robin (RRR). Thereafter, we devise a "traffic-aware" approach which aims to provide different services for different types of data streams. This approach further reduces the system overhead. Both mathematical analysis and simulation demonstrate that the proposed architecture together with its algorithm reduce the overall SRAM requirement significantly while providing guaranteed performance in terms of low time complexity, upper bounded drop rate, and uniform allocation of resources.
II. Background And Literature Survey
Network intrusion detection systems like snort (2001) or Bro (Paxson, 1998) typically use signature detection, matching patterns in network traffic to the patterns of known attacks. This works well, but has the obvious disadvantage of being vulnerable to novel attacks. An alternative approach is anomaly detection, which models normal traffic and signals any deviation from this model as suspicious. The idea is based on work by Forrest et al. (1996) , who found that most UNIX processes make (mostly) highly predictable sequences of system calls in normal use. When a server or suid root program is compromised (by a buffer overflow, for example), it executes code supplied by the attacker, and deviates from its normal calling sequence. It is not possible to observe every possible legitimate pattern in training, so an anomaly detector requires some type of machine learning algorithm in order to generalize from the training set. Models are usually based on the distribution of source and destination addresses and ports per transaction (TCP connections, and sometimes UDP and ICMP packets). For example, SPADE offers four probability models (estimated by average frequency) of incoming TCP connections: · P(destination-address, destination-port) · P(source-address, destination-address, destination-port) · P(source-address, source-port, destination-address, destination-port) · Bayes network approximation of the above.
Lower probabilities result in higher anomaly scores, since these are presumably more likely to be hostile. In general, five types of anomalies in hostile traffic are identified.
2.1 User Behavior: Hostile traffic may have a novel source address because it comes from an unauthorized user of a restricted (password protected) service. Also, probes such as ipsweep and portsweep may attempt to access nonexistent hosts and services, generating anomalies in the destination addresses and port numbers.
2.2 Bug Exploits: Attacks often exploit errors in the target software, for example, a buffer overflow vulnerability. Such errors are most likely to be found in the least-used features of the program, because otherwise the error is likely to have been discovered during normal use and fixed in a later version. Thus, any remaining errors are invoked only with unusual inputs (e.g. a very long argument to a seldom used command), which are not likely to occur during normal use.
2.3 Response Anomalies: Sometimes a target will generate anomalous outgoing traffic in response to a successful attack, for example, a victimized mail server passing root shell command responses back to an attacker. This is analogous to Forrest's host based detection method , where a server compromise can be detected because it makes unusual sequences of system calls.
2.4 Bugs in the attack: Attackers typically must implement client protocols themselves, and will fail to duplicate the target environment either out of carelessness or because it is not necessary. For example, many text based protocols such as FTP, SMTP and HTTP allow either uppercase or lowercase commands. An attacker may use lowercase for convenience, even though normal clients might always use uppercase.
2.5 Evasion: Attackers may deliberately manipulate network protocols to hide an attack from an improperly coded intrusion detection system (IDS) monitoring the application layer. Such methods include IP fragmentation, overlapping TCP segments that do not match, deliberate use Of bad checksums, short TTL values, and so on. Such events must be rare in normal traffic, or else the IDS would have been written to handle them properly.
III.

Model Description
Anomaly model detectors like PHAD, detects anomalies in network packets. However, it differs as follows: 1. The traffic is filtered, so only the start of incoming server requests are examined. 2. Starting with the IP header, we treat each of the first 48 bytes as an attribute for our models--we do not parse the packet into fields. 3. There are 9 separate models corresponding to the most common protocols (IP, TCP, HTTP, etc.). 4. The anomaly score tn/r is modified to (among other things) score rare, but not necessarily novel, events.
Traffic Filtering
The first stage of NETAD is to filter out uninteresting traffic. Most attacks are initiated against a target server or operating system, so it is usually sufficient to examine only the first few packets of incoming server requests. This not only filters out traffic likely to generate false alarms NETAD separately models 9 subsets of the filtered traffic corresponding to 9 common packet types, as follows. · All IP packets (including TCP, UDP, and ICMP). · All TCP packets. · All TCP SYN packets (with no other flags set, normally the first packet, usually containing TCP options and no payload). · All TCP ACK packets (normally the second and subsequent packets, which contain a payload). · TCP ACK packets to ports 0-255. · TCP ACK to port 21 (FTP). · TCP ACK to port 23 (telnet). · TCP ACK to port 25 (SMTP mail). · TCP ACK to port 80 (HTTP).
A packet may belong to more than one subset. For instance, an HTTP data packet is also TCP ports 0-255, TCP ACK, TCP, and IP. For each model, an anomaly score is computed, and the sum is assigned to the packet. The reason for modeling ports 0-255 is for ease of implementation. Each packet type can be distinguished from some other by examining only one attribute (byte). For instance, ports 0-255 can be distinguished from other TCP ACK packets by examining only the upper byte of the destination port number.
IV. Experimental Analysis
We employed a 2-hour DWT window in 1-minute sampling interval. It can be decomposed up to level 7. The results of our real-time analysis are shown in Fig. 1 .
The DWT signal at each timescales is shown along with the horizontal detector (an anomaly detected over successive samples at the same level). The bottom-most picture shows the composite detector that employs two -dimensional mechanism using horizontal and vertical detection simultaneously . The results indicate that the real-time analysis detects all the attacks along with a few anomalies present in the base signal. It seems feasible to carry out a similar correlation and wavelet-based analysis of network packets based on their port numbers. Is it possible to combine several indicators to build a more robust anomaly detector that is less prone to false alarms? Fig. 2 shows the comprehensive anomaly detector based on a combination of addresses and port numbers. 
Conclusions
Intrusions generate anomalies because of bugs in the victim program, the attacking program, or the IDS, or because the victim generates anomalous output after an attack. We have seen examples of all four types of anomalies: 1. Strange input to poorly tested software, e.g. the corrupted packets used by teardrop, pod, dosnuke. 2. Strange data from poorly written attacks, e.g. bad checksums in smurf and udpstorm. 3. Strange data used to hide an attack from layers above, e.g. FIN scanning by portsweep. 4. Strange responses from the victim, e.g. unusual TCP options generated by apache2.
The proposal like any network anomaly detector, does not describe the nature of an attack, or even indicate if an event is hostile or not. Instead, it just finds unusual or interesting events in a vast amount of data, and brings them to the attention of a network security expert for further analysis. It is meant to supplement, rather than replace, existing security tools and methods, such as code reviews, encryption, firewalls, virus detectors, and so on. Like all security tools, it requires some investment of time and effort to use it. The challenge is to use good filtering to minimize this effort.
